Superior Quality EXTERIOR / INTERIOR carpetS that are

Supa TUFt

Marine Tuft

Transport Tuft

Aviation Tuft

Pontoon Tuft

Superior Quality carpet FOR EXTERIOR and INTERIOR

SOFT and COMFORTABLE ~ AUstralian made

Teak

Teak

plank

Colour 120 PLANK NAVY 2 & 4 metre
Colour 080 SUEDE / CHAMOIS 2 & 4 metre

Colour 100 TEAK / BLACK 2 & 4 metre

Colour 125 PLANK GRAPHITE 2 & 4 metre

Colour 085 SUEDE / BLACK 2 & 4 metre

Colour 105 TEAK / CREAM 2 & 4 metre

Also Available in Teak:
Colour 090 NAVY / CREAM 2 & 4 metre

Colour 130 PLANK PLATINUM 2 & 4 metre

Colour 095 PLATINUM BLACK 2 & 4 metre

Colour 110 CHAMOIS / CREAM 2 & 4 metre

Colour 135 PLANK CHAMOIS 2 & 4 metre

Colour 115 SUEDE / CREAM 2 & 4 metre

Colour 140 PLANK SUEDE 2 & 4 metre

pLUsh

Super pLUsh
AVIATION Tuft
Pontoon Tuft
Most of the Supa Tuft carpets are
also available for use in commercial
aircraft and on pontoons (also
called marinas).

Colour 150/2 PLUSH GRAPHITE 2 metre

Colour 170 PEARL WHITE 4 metre

Also Available in Plush:

Also Available in Super Plush:

Colour 145/2 PLUSH NAVY 2 metre

Colour 175 MARINE BLUE 4 metre

Colour 155/2 PLUSH PLATINUM 2 metre

Colour 180 BISCUIT 4 metre

Colour 160/2 PLUSH CHAMOIS 2 metre
Colour 165/2 PLUSH SUEDE 2 metre

Edge-Binding Service Available

These variants are currently
undergoing certification testing
for both SOLAS (Safety Of Lives
At Sea) rating and International
Marine Organisation (IMO)
rating.

Supa Tuft carpets are suitable exterior wet
areas

AUSTRALIAN
OWNED AND
MADE

Features & Benefits
The range of SupaTuft products was established to cater for people looking for
a comfortable and high grade carpet that could withstand nature’s elements.
Each variant of our tufted carpet range has been constructed from the highest
quality UV treated fibres, coupled with specialist HydraBak marine grade polymer
backing adhesives to ensure they stand up to the rigors of external use, such as
sunlight and moisture.
For a tough durable product these carpets are remarkably soft and comfortable,
making them just as suitable for any exterior or interior use on boats, pontoons,
aeroplanes, trains, caravans and almost any recreational vehicle or vessel including home decks and patios.
• Plush cut and cut / Loop pile styling
• Soft underfoot
• Easier to clean than conventional needlepunch carpets
• Available in 2&4 metre widths to suit most installations
• High resistance to snagging from hooks and lures
• Can either be loose laid or adhered to the sub floor
• Constructed from the highest quality UV resistant fibres
• Mould and mildew resistant for hygiene & maintenance
• Good sound absorption qualities

Marine & Outdoor Carpet Specifications
Product specifications:
100% Marine grade SDPP BCF Fibres with maximum UV inhibitors added and
premium colour stabilization material used for extrusion.
Primary backing is Marine grade UV stabilized Polypropylene woven cloth with
specifically developed adhesives for tuft locking cut and loop pile. Secondary
backing is Marine grade Polypropylene woven cloth with specifically developed
adhesives bonding primary and secondary. Marine Tuft product is manufactured
in 2mtr and 4mtr wide as required by our distributors (+/- 0.5%).
Total Weight:
1400gm/sqmtr or approx 5.5 kgs / lineal mtr at 4mtrs 		
wide (+/-10%)
Wear Rating:
Marine/Domestic Heavy Duty
Commercial Light Duty
Test Standards: - Fire Test ASISO 9239.1
- Accelerated Exposure to to UV / light SAE-J1960-2004
- Automotive light fastness test SAE-J1885
- Colour fastness to salt water AS2001.4.E02(AS ISO105.E02)
- Colour fastness to light ISO 105.B02
- Colour fastness to chlorine AS2001.4.11

Installation Information
Loose Laying:
The HydraBak feature makes this product very stable. Loose laying can be
achieved by way of just cutting to shape and laying down in the desired area,
much like a door mat. However, we recommend the carpet be edged (bound
or overlocked) and fixed to the floor with press-studs. Any large or multiple
width loose lay installations should be referred to your Distributor for specific
details.

The product warranty covers excessive wear, UV degradation, and excessive
fading as well as manufacturing defects. Claims for failure of the product
to meet our expectations in these respects will be dealt with by supply of
replacement carpet only. No other cost associated with the replacement of
the product will be accepted by Marine Tuft Pty Ltd.
In all warranty matters Marine Tuft reserves the right to accept or deny claims
or vary the amount of any accepted settlement regardless of circumstances.
Marine Tuft also reserves the right to inspect any product which is the object
of a claim prior to accepting that claim as valid.
Warranty Period: Marine Tuft will warrant carpet installed by accredited
persons for a period of 2 years from date of purchase and in accordance with
provisions set out in this document.

Claims
All claims must be processed back through the original chain of supply and
be supported by the relevant invoicing and customer receipt for purchase.
Marine Tuft may require a sample of the faulty product such that research can
be carried out to prevent future occurrences of any product fault.

Precautions
Strong chemicals, acids and petroleum may affect the appearance of the
product.
Cleaning and Maintenance
There are two alternative methods of maintaining these carpets depending
mainly on whether the material is wet or dry and as all carpets should be
maintained on a regular basis.
Dry Method: If the material is dry, the best way to maintain the carpet is to
vacuum it, preferably with a power head vacuum or a normal suction vacuum,
as this will remove any dirt or foreign matter from the product. Preferably a
power head vacuum as it will lift the pile of the carpet ensuring a longer lifespan. (In loose situations periodically the backing and sub floor should also
be vacuumed).
Wet Method: If a wet/hosing method is desired, a quick hose off with fresh
water will generally keep the carpet clean. Periodically the carpet should be
maintained by using a solution of warm water and mild household detergent.
First, soak the carpet with the solution for a few minutes, then rinse thoroughly
with clean water on both front and back of the material. (Important: when
using wet method, carpet should be left in open air to dry).
Stain Removal: Depending on the application, it is always important to act
quickly to remove stains efficiently in the preceding manner.
If carpet is able to be wet, use some mild household detergent or very mild
bleach solution and water, then lightly rinse thoroughly with clean water.
If carpet cannot be wet, use either a branded carpet spot cleaner (as directed)
or the above method, which once rinsed should be dabbed with a clean dry
rag to remove excess water.

Distributed by:

Direct Adhering:
This carpet can easily be adhered to most sub floors by cutting the shape
required and adhering to the floor with either a suitable contact or outdoor
adhesive. We recommend that UZINE KE 2000 S NEW adhesive is used when
glueing is required (www.uzine.com). Over locking or edging is also
recommended but not essential for this method.
Limited Warranty:
Marine Tuft has taken every step to ensure this carpet is of the highest possible
quality including having the finished product rated by a leading Australian
based textile testing facility (AWTA). AWTA provides results on a 1 to 8 scale
where 8 is the maximum attainable. Marine/outdoor carpet manufactured by
Marine Tuft has attained a rating of 7 – 8 for resistance to UV Degradation,
Color Retention and exposure to Salt Water. It is possibly the highest rated
Polypropylene carpet available. However, Australian marine/outdoor conditions are regarded as some of the harshest in the world and no conditioning
will completely prevent some reaction to constant exposure to direct sunlight.
Some color change should be expected if these conditions are to be endured.
This product is resistant to staining from most materials. Whilst direct exposure
to the sun will have little effect on the pile, the product will not withstand heat
in excess of 150 degrees C, either from direct application or radiation. Claims
where the yarn has clearly melted from excessive heat from any source will not
be accepted.
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